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number.Q: Manual
auditing in security

vulnerability database I
want to create an

application which can
audit the security
vulnerabilities of a

website. To do that, I'm
thinking of downloading
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the whole website with
wget, storing the files
locally and building a

template for each file of
the website: header

footer navigation start
website ... With this

template, I should know
how the site is

structured, so my
program can easily find

the security
vulnerabilities: if the
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file's name ends with
".inc", it's probably an
insecure file... What do

you think about this
method? A: You could
scan the website using
wget, but for that you
might be interested in
this paper, 'PCI DL-1 -
Auditing and Testing',

part 12 describes various
site scanners. Etrav is a
site auditor that works
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with: HTML documents,
XML files, META-TAG,
JAVASCRIPT, ASP.NET,
DHTML, PHP and other

files; it checks the
content of all files of a
website; it provides the
details of errors found

and can raise an alarm,
send an e-mail, produce
log files and report the
findings. A: I wouldn't

start by downloading the
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whole site with wget, I'd
use apache or nginx and

save it in html format
and look for the patterns
you're looking for. Here's
a blog post I wrote about
using tools like these for

searching inside an
embedded website. The
article explains why you
might want to target the
embedded version of a
website, here's a quote
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from the blog article: As
you'll find out, there are
many different ways to

embed a website and it's
a great place to start to

learn about the
techniques and tricks

used. For example you'll
see there are certain

vulnerabilities that can
be caused using

embedded code such as
cross site scripting
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